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Algren's Unproflclent Hero

The problem of communication la a central problem In

contemporary thought. It Is especially central In crltloal

studies In which one Is trying to determine what a literary

work Is saying. The novels of Nelson Algren communicate

through the conflicts within the situations of their central

characters. These characters are ones who are caught In

environmental situations that Frederick J. Hoffman describes

as being marginal. 1 These marginal men are poor, uneducated,

and have little or no sooletal lnfluenoe. Their situations

are such that they find It dlffloult to do what they want

to do, to be what they want to be, or to find any way of

extrloatlng themselves from the situations. While he

portrays characters In extreme circumstances, Algren la

trying to speak to people who are not In much dire circum-

stances. He seems to be saying, basically, that these

marginal people are Indeed human, even when their aotlons

most deny the faot of their humanity.

Algren seems to be saying that the responsibility of

those who are not so oaught Is to help extricate these

people from their situations, and to eliminate the con-

ditions which underly their marglnallty. Algren realises

that to accomplish his purpose he must underscore the

humanity of his characters In suoh a way that the actual

marginal man will be seen by the society at large as a

human being. To portray each character's Individual confllots,

Algren uses the novelist's time honored formula of the male



figure undergoing an ordeal that Involves at least one

female counterpart. The success or failure of a character's

encounter with an ordeal determines whether he and his

loved one will be Integrated at some level Into the con-

tinuing cyole of human life, determines whether the pair

will be able to sustain a personal life In the basically

Impersonal environment In whloh they find themselves Immersed.

Algren' s characters are the expression of a central

concern that Algren sees In Dostoevslcy. This concern Is

underscored by Algren In a selection he makes from the

Russian novelist In his latest book, h'otes from a. Sea Dlary >

Hemingway all the Way ; "'Life Is everywhere life,' Doe-

toevsky had written after hearing himself sentenoed to hard

labor. 'I am not dismayed. Life Is In ourselves, not In

outward things. There will be people beside me, and to be

a man among men, and remain a man forever, not to falter

nor fall In any misfortune whatever--that Is what life is,

2
that Is where Its task lies.'" Algren , s characters are

the type of persons who usually fall In one respeot or another.

They are boys and men trying to see who they are as they try

to stay alive. They are trying to find personal happiness

while they are fighting Inward battles as well as outward

ones. It Is within their efforts to become or remain men In

the midst of their failures that the reader sees the expression

of their humanity.

The relevance of a novellstlo concern that concentrates

upon the personal problems of beleaguered men seems apparent



In the face of the present Impersonal nature of American

societal Institutions of work, education, and government.

The oonfllots of the marginal figure become mirrors of the

conflicts of the larger societal Self In Its encounters eaoh

day.

The central method of approaohlng these novels Is to

look at the situations of oonfllot In which the oharaoters

find themselves enmeshed. Three of these figures are ado-

lescent Initiates Into their environmental Cass MoKay In

Somebody In. Boots (1935) i Bruno Bleek In Never Come Homing

(19^1), and Dove Llnkhom In A Walk on. the Wild Side (1956).

Frankle Machine In The Han with the Golden Arm (19^9) Is a

twenty-nine year old veteran of World War II who Is not

satisfied with the role he la playing In his environment.

Insofar as he Is still trying to find a satisfactory role

and Identity for himself, Frankle Is a belated Initiate.

Algren'a own fictional movement In relation to the

problem of retaining one's humanity can be seen In the move-

ment from his first novel to his most recent one, a movement

from the portrayal of a oharaeter who Is limited beyond any

real hope by his soolal situation to the portrayal of a

character who, though he Is a victim of soolal limitations

and deficiencies, has hope of something humanly worthwhile

In the midst of his limitations. In the 1930«s Algren

depicts the boy Cass as one who Is trapped In the outer

situation of the social underground and In the Inner limi-

tations which are the results of his outer conditions. Cass

Is one who falls to achieve an enduring and satisfactory



personal life with any member of the opposite sex. rie la

an Initiate who oan find no plaoe In his society to his liking.

dloek Is an Initiate who comes closer to aohlerlng a plaoe

In his society, a plaoe that would also help him esoape his

environmental limitations, but his effort falls. Frankle has

an unsatisfactory plaoe In his environment, and though he

goes far In establishing a satisfactory personal relationship,

he finds that he cannot esoape his past nor his Inner com-

pulslons. Jove Is the one Initiate who seems to find a

plaoe In hla environmental world that may prove satisfactory

to his Inner personal needs and perhaps to his outer needs,

to a limited extent. Through the resolution of Dove's

Inward and outward pain, his passion, there comes an Implicit

affirmation from Algren of the possibility of the human

spirit's surviving its ordeals, even In the midst of soolal

deficiencies and limitations.

The formal MM for this paper come from Ihab Hassan's

study €t the novel since 19'*5, entitled Radical Innocence i

Studies In the Contemporary Aaerloan Novel . * Mr. Hassan

sees the contemporary form of American fiction to be an

existential and Ironic form, one that finds Its shape by Its

direct or oblique relevance to the pattern lived by the

contemporary Self In some portion of the multi-mannered

soolety In which we find ourselves Immersed as living human

beings. Mr. Algren' s characters are heroes or anti-heroes,

depending on one's oholce of terms, who reflect the manners

of those who are economically and educationally disaffiliated

with the soolety at large, though In Mr. Algren's purpose



the reader Is to be led to recognize that their manner*,

obliquely relevant to the whole society, mr« a part and a

reflection of the deep-seated attitudes of Aaerloan life.

Ironically, these figures attempt to be self-reliant In situ-

ations that subvert their very exlstenoe, and they attempt

to achieve success by the dog-eat-dog methods of the society

as a whole when the chance of their physical survival Is

limited Indeed.

Prom Mr. Hassan* s study the nature of the hero's situation

in contemporary fiction seems to be one that Is Ironic,

Involving a discrepancy between the hero's Intentions and

the results of his action and a tension bwtween his apparent

alms and his actual oholces. Mr. Hassan begins his stady of

contemporary heroes by describing the hero's situation

metaphorically with the help of three types of ancients

archetypal heroes dlsoussed In Northrup Prye's Anatomy g£
Criticism

i the victim or pharmakos . the huable-natured

figure or elrpn, and the rebel or alazon . He summarizes his

expectations for applying these figures as follows

i

1. The hero appears primarily In the guise of a
victim or scape goat, pharmaltos . He enjoys little or no
freedom of aotlont he Is ruled, that Is, by necessity.
The lronlo mode borders here on tragedy. The form of
flotlon Id olosed to any real ohange In the life of the
hero, any self-renewal.

2. The hero appears primarily In the guise of the
self-deprecating elron. He enjoys a limited degree of
rreedoi", and makes an uneasy truce with necessity. The
lronlo mode, hovering between comedy and tragedy, may
touch on romanoe. The form of fiction Is. as It were.
suspended .

' •

3. The hero appears primarily In the guise of therebel, rogue, or self-Inflating alazon. He »nJoysconsiderable freedom, and gives the Illusion of escaping



from necessity. The Ironic mode veers toward comedy.
The form of fiction Is open , (p. 123)

No hero exists In a vacuum. Hassan perceives that these

three types of ancient figures are Intimately related to the

types of experiences they undergo. The victim Is a victim

of olroumstanoes from which he seems unable to esoape, and

Hassan describes his set of olroumstanoes as "olosed." The

rebel seems to be one who does- esoape the force of olroum-

stanoes, and Hassan desorlbes his situation as "open." The

humble, questioning man Is the figure at the center of the

Ironic situation. He Is one like Job, a man who remains

aware of his limitations as a man but who also may exoeed his

natural humble stance In questioning his reality and yet Is

able to survive by aoquiesolng to the faot of defeat without

losing his dignity as a human being (p.121). His value

lies In his ability to remain human In the mldBt of im-

possibilities; "...he aaaert/a7 his humanity, and ours, by

aooeptlng the dissolution of heroism, by maintaining, not

without dignity, the dialectic between how things are and how

they could be. This Is the baslo morality of the elron (p.!78)."

According to Hassan, the contemporary hero, In his Ironic

olroumstanoes, partakes of all three of these figures, some-

times being closer to one but In essence being an admixture of

all three.

The figure that finally emerges from Hassan's discussion

Is that of the rebel-victim, the radloal Innocent of his

title. This emergent hero corresponds to the existential

figure of the oontemporary Self and is described by Hassan

as one whose "capacity for pain seems my nearly saintly,



and hit passion for heresy almost criminal. But flawed In

his sainthood and grotesque In his criminality, he finally

appears as an expression of man's quenchless desire to affirm,

despite the voids and vicissitudes of our age, the human

sense of life ! It Is this quality of his passion, of hl«

awareness, that we have chosen to call radical lnnooenoe (c.6)."

The figure that appears In Algren's novels has limited

soolal and economic possibilities because of his background,

and because he Is limited In these he Is also flawed In his

possibilities of awareness. Ha la one who endures Inward

pain most of the time and outward pain sometime. Kls

criminality Is often a result of Ignorance and It tends to

create resentment towards the soolety from which he feels

Isolated. This figure Is basically one who Is unproflolent

In achieving the personal life which he would wish for him.

self. He Is the unproflolent hero who is most fully aware

of the discrepancies that pervade his life. Because he Is

unproflolent In the ways of human fulfillment, even hie

limited awareness Is filled with pain, but through his pain

he tends to transcend the faot of his condition In the mind

of the reader. His situation is like that of the radical

innocent described by Hassant "The disparity between the

Innocence of the hero and the destructive oharaoter of his

experience defines his concrete, or existential, situation (p. 7)."

His Innocence Is not the lnnooenoe that has no guilt; rather,

"It Is the lnnooenoe of a Self that refuses to aooept the

Immitigable rule of reality, Including death, an aboriginal



Self the radloal Imperatives of whose freedom cannot be

stifled (p.6)." Algren's unproflolent heroes lire In worlds

In which the prloe of defeat Is often physical deformity or

death, In worlds whose realities are very close to the reality

that an earlier, more primeval man might have faoed. An

ultimate quality pervades the oonfllots, because not only

Is the physical self on trial, but also the human spirit of

the man.

In this paper Cass McKay will be seen as an initiate

whose ordeal leads to little realisation In any cognitive

sense, ezoept In the form of an awareness of guilt and pain

that Is continually looking back in memory as ha moves

forward In the oonfllots of his life. The ordeals of his

existence will be repeated for hlm| the pain of his initiation

will not oease, nor will It reach a full state of oognltlve

awareness. His situation Is open In his rebellion against

the rules of society, but It Is closed In the dulling of his

sensitivity at the novel's end. The oomblnatlon of his con-

tinued pain and his continued naive hopes plaoes him well

within the category of the radical lnnooent. 31oek Is to be

seen as an Initiate whose ordeals lead to some realization,

but his very achievement of a possible role In the soolety

leads him to a termination of the adult life he wishes for

himself and his girl. His lack of the neoessary oaglness

required of the seasoned oombatant who graduates Into adult

life brings on his defeat. His efforts to avoid ultimate

entrapment mark him as a radical Innocent also. Prankle



Machine Is an Initiate Into a potentially fulfilling personal

relationship who oannot cope with hl» Inward problems well

enough to prerent the outward defeat of his hopes. His

awareness of his guilt helps olose his situation, but hla

last act of suicide Is a defiant recoil from the conditions

of life that have produced his failures and his guilt. In

his recoil one sees the radloal Innocence of the rebel-

victim and the source of his dignity. As Hassan says,

"...If the contemporary self Is In recoil, It Is not, we

hope and believe, cravenly on the run. Its recoil Is one of

the resources of Its awareness, a strategy of Its will ...

Its most tortured gestures of opposition proclaim Its In-

volvement In the world It opposes... (p. 5)," Insofar as

Frankle's suicide Is an act of will, the act which takes

life becomes an affirmation of the life he found he oould

not have. Dove Llnlchorn, unlike the other heroes In Algren's

novels, contacts the world and yet remains an unspoiled

Innocent In the midst of his degrading actions. His story

becomes the major metaphor of the book In which he dwells.

He is made physically blind, but he remains the character

with the most purified vision of what It means to fully

accept one»s fellow man. He Is left with the kind of lnno-

oenoe that can say with the anolent Hebrews, In spite of all

that comes to pass, I believe. In Dove, as In his author,

this belief Is not necessarily belief In Sod but rather a

radloal belief In life. While Prankle affirmed life by

embracing death, Dove finds that the pain he suffers still
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leaves life to be affirmed and possibly to be enjoyed.

His actions are a grotesque rebellion against the societal

norms; his victimization Is almost ritualistic In Its blind,

unexpected lrratlonalltyj and his unprotestlng acceptance

of his oondltlon and life marks him, Ironically, as the most

successful Initiate Into the human possibilities of life of

any of Algren 1 s characters. For Dove may find the personal

life; he may also find himself to be an unstrlvlng, accepted

Initiate Into his community, though the novel leaves the

future a question mark.

One cannot help thinking of Dove after reading Algren 1 s

likening of Dostoevsky and Hemingway to each other In terms

of one of Christ's paradoxes, a paradox that la also employed

by Hassan In relation to "the eternal rebel and the eternal

victim (p. 32)." Algren says of Hemingway, "out of dreams

like Dostoevsky's, endured In nights wherein he had lost his

life yet had not died, Hemingway forged an ancestral wisdom

In terms usable by modem mam that he who gains his life

shall lose It and he who loses It shall save It. .. (Algren,

Notes from a 3e£ Diary , p. 70)." Dove begins his life by

striving for material success, undergoes his ordeal, and yet

survives with something better. Bloek, in contrast, strives

for the suooess that he believes will save his life and the

life of his loved one and meets the defeat for which he

did not loot. Algren leaves for his reader the Images of

heroes who have mainly known pain In their lives. The human

core that Is exemplified In all of Algren's novels again
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finds Its description beat In another selection he has made

from Dostoevsky In Kotes from a. Sea Dlary » "'Memory remains,*

Dostoevsky wrote, 'and the Images I had created but not yet

clothed with flesh. These will rend me to pieces, true, but

my heart Is left to me(p.?l).'" The essence of Algren's sense

of responsibility to his reader Is evidenced most clearly In his

warning to novelist and thinker In Notes from a Sea D^ary. "The

novelist, grown remote from people who don't read, becomes

untrue to those who do read. The thinker who loses oontaot

with those who never think at all, no longer thinks Justly

(pp. 80-81)." Algren has tried to be humanly true to those who

think with their nerve ends, In their feelings.

Algren's origin Is from among those that find It at least

as easy to become Initiates Into the underworld of life as

to beoome Initiates Into legitimate society. For Algren

himself It evidently was not easy to beoome an Initiate Into

legitimate society during the thirties, even though he had

a degree In Journalism from the University of Illinois.

Though he tried to find Joumallstlo Jobs, he was unsuccessful,

as he reminds his readers In the afterword to the 1965

paperback edition of Somebody In 3oots . He says of 3omebody

In Boots . "That was the only work I did between graduation

and 1936 when the WPA opened up."^

Frederlok J. Hoffman concludes his Introduction to the

anthology, Marginal Manners t The Variants of Bohemia , with

a footnote on Algren's works 1 "Algren's work Is an especially

Interesting portrayal of the shifts and changes from the

marginal man of the thirties (malgre lul ) to the man who
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ohooseB to be marginal. A Walk 2& £he Wild Side (1956)

clearly demonstrates this change-over (p.13)." Algren's

novel of "the marginal man of the thirties" Is Somebody

ifl. 2aSi£ *nd Algren himself was a man who had no stable

employment during the same period except the writing of

Somebody in Boots. Hoffman defines the expectations for the

novels of the depression as followst

The age of the Great Depression (1929-39) was of course
the time of the marginal man malgre lul . Time and
again, he moves by necessity from place to place, vainly
seeking employment, dreadfully aware of Ms lack of
status, his emotional reaction varying from extreme
despair to extreme anger. The two major literary (as
Indeed, aotual) olroumstanoes of marginal man In this
decade oan be defined as the condition of the forced
voyage and that of the "Lower Depths." The pattern of
voyage Is a mockery of the "Westernizing" motif of an
earlier America. The depression wanderer moves from
one condition of poverty to anotheri he rarely takes
pleasure In the voyage, nor does he ascribe any romantic
significance to the faot of motion, (p. 7)

The dentral oharaoter of Somebody jji Boots certainly

conforms to both of these patterns of circumstance In the

American depression, the pattern of movement from place to

place and the pattern of confinement In the lower depths of

the city. The story of the hero Is a sprawling one, sprawling

In the structures of time and spaoe In the novel, moving In

space from Texas through the South and as far east as New

Xork, and moving In time from early 1926 through November

of 193^. Seen In brief outline, the novel's story has some

oontlnulty, but Its causation largely springs from 111 thought

out deolslons on the part of the hero or the pressing

conditions of the moment.
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Somebody in Boots

In Somebody in Boots . Algren presents Cass MoKay as the

end-produot of the frontier woodsmen who kept searching for

a frontier until there no longer was one. One might say,

therefore, that Cass's story Is an end-of-the-llne portrait

of what happens to the free but uneducated Individualist who

finds himself left without substance after the more oautlous

members of an advancing civilization have settled all of the

land. He finds himself destitute and outcast, and he sees

olvlllzatlon as a condition of brutality, personified in the

keepers of the laws who act more like those who destroyed

the passenger pigeon for the thrill of It than wisdom-filled

Solomons meting out a Justice that truly tests the actual

human Issues of a case.

Cass Is the son of an angry brawler, Stubby, who murders

a more settled, hardworking neighbor. Cass's brother,

Bryan, has bad lungs because he was gassed In World War I.

His sister, Nancy, Is one who cannot stand the contrast between

her poverty stricken young womanhood and the happy childhood

she had once enjoyed. Cass himself Is one who thought

things would be better away from his hometown but concludes,

after his first venture Into the world, that life Is brutal

and will always present a brutal aspect towards him and his

family because they are poor and therefore weak. Cass hates

brutality because he has seen too much of It.

After his father has murdered a neighbor, Cass leaves
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hone, suggesting out of anger that his sister become a whore,

whloh she does while he is gone. While Cass Is gone from home

this second time, moving from plaoe to place In violent epi-

sodes (Including the gang-rape of a Negress and an attempted

rape of a child) and always with hunger, he serves time In

prison because he happened to be with a tired Negro who

forgot his discretion and talked back to a policeman. In

prison he becomes associated with a prejudiced Chicago tough,

Nubby O'Neill, a man who has tried to conform to the Holly-

wood portrayal of the "tough cowboy."

When Cass returns home after release from his confine-

ment and finds that, as he had feared, his sister has taken

his angry advice, he feels out off from the world, even though

he has not tried to heal the breaoh between them, not even to

the point of Identifying himself to her when she propositions

him In the dark, having mistaken him for Just another potential

customer and stranger. Cass, after this encounter with Nanoy,

decides to leave home permanently for the third time. He

teams up with Nubby, and they both end up In Chloago.

In Chloago all Cass wants to do Is to get himself tattooed

and find a good sexual outlet, but before Nubby will share

any money with him for these purposes, Cass must Join him In

a robbery. Their heist on a butoher shop would probably

have been uneventful, exoept for the olumslness of Cass.

While Nubby shoots It out with a polloeman, Cass runs for his

life. With freedom and a pooket full of money, Cass feels

like a new man and deoldes not to mee t at their rendezvous
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but keep the loot all to himself. After having gotten drunk,

he Is picked up by a prostitute, Norah Egan, whom Algren

has Introduced earlier to the reader. Cass sobers up enough

to realize he has been picked up by her and decides to use

her apartment as a hideout from Nubby, whom he sees lurking

around the neighborhood. His stay becomes a permanent

relationship and a partnership In burglary. After an idyllic

summer living off one of their more successful "Jobs," they

try to rob a drugstore. This time Cass gets caught because

he cannot resist demonstrating to Norah how "cool a cowboy"

he Is by stopping to drink a milkshake.

When he gets out of Cook County Jail, he cannot find

Norah, so he takes a temporary Job, while he waits to find her,

in a burlesque house. Naturally, he cannot find her while he

is working Inside | he works on for ten months and he finally

sees her after he has been promoted to the outdoor Job of

hawking for the place. His Joy in finding her Is tarnished

because she is now acutely infected with syphilis from having

gone back to her trade. While he Is losing his Job for having

chased after her, Norah runs away to prevent him from living

with her and getting her disease and also because she Is not

sure she trusts him, having fallen back into distrust of all

men because of the treatment she reoelves from them as a

prostitute. Cass chases after her in the wrong direction.

Rather than going through the trouble of going back the other

direction, he decides to leave town with Nubby who has somewhat

earlier caught up with him and given him a beating for

having been seen with a Marxist-oriented Negro, U
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Dill Dink, who works at the burlesque house. At the end of

the norel, Cass Is where he started when he first arrived

In Chicago, yearning for tattoos and some stature with

,'jubby as a genuine bad-hat, except now he and Hubby are going

back onto the road.

Cass does not develop Inwardly. He Is still an errant

ohlld at the end of the novel. The situations he has been

through are the mixture of aocldent and necessity created

largely by his lack of vision, which Itself Is derived from

an early conditioning of being afraid and from the Ignorance

which has always been with him. Hla life 18 one series of

largely unrelieved ordeals. The reader Is caught up by them,

but the unending series of pain up to the point of his en-

counter with riorah Is almost too much to bear reading.

In terms of his life of crime with Norah, Cass is a

rebel to the larger order of society. He Is also the victim

of economic circumstances that keep him trapped within his

Ignorance and poverty all of hla life. But the lack of affect-

ion during the greater portion of his life keeps him humanly

underdeveloped also, lie Is an Innocent In the sense of the

victim In a closed situation that appears to him to be some-

what open, since he can always move on In space. The

appearance of unending reourrenoe Is of course an Illusion

that will most likely end In violence or in oomplete

confinement. He never becomes Initiated fully Into a

completely human pattern of life. He Is a radical Innocent

of the unending trail that always nas-an end somewhere.

In the sense that he does not know how to say yes or no to
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either death or life, Cass's pattern most closely fits the

pattern of the self-deprecating elron . half-way between the

rebel and the victim, the pattern of suspended or qualified

enoounter with life that yields a little happiness for a

short while, only to be snatohed away, most likely to be

recurrently snatched away again and again.

But there is a difference between Cass's type of radical

lnnooenee and the type shown by Hassan in his discussion of the

contemporary hero. Hassan emphasizes the awareness of the

contemporary hero. Cass is a hero whose uncomprehending ig-

norance will not allow him to fully realize his true condition.

If his life Is one of familial rot and Inward atrophy of any

human impulses, he can only be seen as the innocent by virtue

of his ignorance of what is really happening to him. Unlike

the eternally optimistic forest-dwelling forebears of the early

American myth, he does not sustain any vision of what can be.

His Inward defeat is even greater than any outward defeat.

What truly human existence he finds in life is almost com-

pletely snuffed by the end of the novel, though there is al-

ways the faint and Improbable chance of a recurring Edenlo life

for him. Cass is a product of the thirties, the marginal

wanderer of the "forced voyage" across the oountry and of the

city's "Lower Depths." But one must remember that in the por-

trayal of Cass the foroed voyage also Is a product of his own

inner blindness as well as of his outward circumstances. Cass

is the most unproflolent of Algren's unproflclent heroes, and

the one that comes closest to losing his humanity.

What oan the experiences of a Cass say to the contemporary
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Self? Most obviously, in a certain tine and a oertaln place,

the world and life In the world have seemed brutal and

Incomprehensible to a dispossessed man. But some readers of

Cass's story might protest that Cass did not play life's

game aooordlng to society's rules. Certainly, in this sense

Cass is as guilty as anybody, nothing more than a hobo,

drifter, thief, and rapist. But one has also to observe

that Cass was playing the game aooordlng to the rules with

whloh life was played in his earliest environs. The following

passage reveals how the game was played in Great-Snake

Mountain before Cass left home the first timet

Once, for five days running, they had nothing to eat

but oatmeal « gray, lumpy, utterly tasteless. Then

oame a day with nothing at all. For the five days
following that day it was rice—without milk, without
sugar. Oatmeal and rloe were all they oould get from

the relief station. Cheap as milk was, the oattlemen
who ran the county feared to make it cheaper by pouring
it out to charity. They poured it out to their hogs

Instead, and thus bolstered falling prices. Their
consciences they salved by nutting dollar bills in the
collection plate of the First Baptist Church on Sunday
mornings | and they gained the sanotlon of every truly
patriotic Baptist in the town in the process, (p. 3D

For the greater portion of his life Cass can only feel the

contrast between the weak and the strong, and because he has

no reason to believe himself among the strong, he resigns

himself to his condition among the weak. His first robbery

gives him money he has never before had and a sense of strength

to be taking from those who have never given to him, a sense

of hurting those who seem to have laws only to make the lott

of the hobo worse than it would be otherwise. For him law

becomes not a question of individual Justloe, but of group

against group. The release from his earlier oppressive sense
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of darkness Is associated In his mind with some kind of

swaggering, two-gun outlaw stance before the soelety that has

treated him as an outcast and has helped make his woman an

outcast too.

Cass has a deeper guilt that keeps him from being the

stereotype of the afflicted vlotlm of soolal evil. There la

a perverse strain In him that Identifies him as being of

the human raoe at Its worst. In his reply to Nanoy, a reply

that he feels he cannot retract, one sees this strain of

perversity In Its most tragic aspect. I*ter, when the

Negress would have left her potential rapers as they slept,

Cass awakens the most cruel of the hoboes, upon Impulse

only, but what a perverse Impulse. The rape Itself, from

Cass's viewpoint, was a mob-eroticism that would have been hard

for him to resist, a response from the depths of his male

anlmallty that would be satisfied. The Initial perverse

impulse Is the source of his deeper guilt.

Utter this same Impulsive perversity rears Its

head while Norah dances nude for him In her apartment. To

him It Is a wonderful boon of beauty, but his response

denies It to him foreveri

He saw her onoe standing nude In a subdued blue
light, her hair undone and transformed by a lamp's
glow from its daytime yellow to a strange dark bluet
It cascaded down her shoulders like a living blue
torrent. She saw him watching and closed her eyes,
to sway Indolently with head baokstralnlng, her hands
on her breasts. Bathed as she was In blue oloud and
blaok shadow, she seemed to Cass to be swaying In sleep
and in dream. Behind her a darkened wall panel formed
for her body a frame that no longer oak, but was Instead
some fragment of night struok to solidity and wood for
one brief-passing moment. When she ceased to sway It
would fade back into night, into stuff of shadow.
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tuff of dream.
"Star an' Garter stuff, Kitten," he said; and he

oould have bitten off his tongue the moment he said It.

She opened her eyes slowly, looked at him half-lnoredu-

lously, and then stepped quickly out of the light. She

never danced for him again. Nothing he oould ever say

oould make her danoe for him again, (p.19°)

This strain of perverse response helps Algren portray his

characters not Just as creatures driven by social necessity,

but as examples of men who have a shorter dlstanoe to fall

Into the pits of life than the men above them In the social

scale. While the social situations of Algren* s characters

make the strain of a man's perversity appear In Its costliest

aspects, the perversity Itself reveals a discrepancy between

a man's false Image of himself and his genuinely realisable

hopes. This discrepancy appears more clearly as the Irony

of human life. Cass's unoheoked and unfortunate response to

Norah's dancing Is not entirely Inexplicable when one con-

siders the Image of the tough outlaw that he oourts In his

mind, rhe response oan be seen as an expression of his

bravado over his successful robberies, a bravado that, In

the circumstances of his later capture In the drugstore,

seems only too terribly lronlot all his ego-strength Is gone

and all the pain of his early life renders him helpless. If

this Is to be his condition forever, his situation seems to

be forever closed.
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HeTer Coma Homing

The epigraph to Hever Come Horning constitutes the

underlying credo and themetlo stance of Algren In all of his

works and In his oholoe to remain only Ironically affiliated

with the establishments of our society.

I feel I am of them—
I belong to those convicts and prostitutes myself—
And henceforth I will not deny then—
For how can I deny myself? ,

—Whitman

The quotation fits not only the adult stance of Algren In

the literary world, but It also reflects his own childhood

and youth In Chicago, something of which Algren reminds his

readers In his prefaoe to the 1963 paperback edition of

Never Come Morning , as he replies to the attacks made twenty

years before by a Polish Chicago newspaper:

let the novel that so Infuriated them (and that they
were so 111 equipped to Judge) was nothing more than
a thinly flotlonlsed report on a neighborhood where,
If you oared to get hit on the head and dragged Into
an alley, It was as likely as any. The book drew for
Its details not upon the after effeots of a narcotic
Jag but upon the lives of half a dozen men with whom
the writer had grown up, as well as upon the newspaper
reports of the trial of Bernard "Knlfey" Sawlokl. (p.zlll)

ciomebody In Boots Is, as Algren says In Its prefaoe,

"an uneven novel written by an uneven man In the most uneven

of American times (p. 9)." and Never Come Morning shows Algren

working far more within the dialogue and thoughts of

his characters than In the earlier book. In this novel,

the pain of dally experience, the pain of one whose outward

hopes and pretensions are at variance with the half-formed

Inward hopes of the personal life, comes starkly Into foous.
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In Never Come Homing Bruno "Lefty" "Bloeps" Bloek

Is an adolescent hero whose story encompasses the period

between his seventeenth and nineteenth years. Bruno Is a

Chicago hood from a Polish neighborhood on the near northwest

side of the Inner city Triangle, whose prowling neighborhood

Is Division Street. The oentral place around which the aotlon

revolves Is "Bonlfaoy Konstantlne's West Division TONSORIAL

PALA.CB OP AST & 3ARBBR 3H0P(p.2).» But Bonlfaoy' s barber

shop Is mainly a cover for his fenolng of "hot" articles

and for his house of prostitution across the street. The

barber shop Is also the training aohool for the local hoods,

the place where they get their start In petty crime.

Bruno Is a strong lefthanded baseball pitcher on the

team Bonlfaoy largely controls. But Bruno's ohlef ambition

Is to become a boxer, a contending boxer. His manager Is

Casey, a slightly older hood who Is most at home coaching

boys In baseball but who Is more Inclined to direct the choice

ones Into robbery. Bruno Is set up as the president and

treasurer of the Saldheads, a baseball team that Is a cover

for Casey's ambitions of outmaneuverlng the barber In crime

and a means for the barber not only to get a monopoly on the

halrouts: of all of Casey's boys but also to get tighter

oontrol over them for his own criminal purposes.

Casey leads Bruno and his best friend out of the home

neighborhood on a slot machine heist to Initiate the Baldhead

plan, and, In his exultation over the successful theft,

Bloelc forces his seventeen year old girlfriend, Steffi
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Rostenkowskl, Into Intercourse. Afterwards his conscience

pricks hlra as he walks beneath the El which has been more of

a home to him than his mother's day-old bakery shop. In

order to ease his conscience he takes Steffi to the Rlvervlew

amusement park, begins to desire her again, and learns from

a treacherous dlsolple of the barber, Catfoot, that there Is

a bedsprlng In the former olub shed of the 3aldheads.

When they leave the park, Bruno buys a bottle of whiskey

and takes Steffi to the Baldhead's shed. While Steffi sleeps,

Catfoot and an old enemy who onoe chased 3runo with a knife,

Fireball Kodadek, show up and Intimidate Bruno Into sharing

Steffi with them~only they are not the only ones who want

her. Fireball Is treating the rest of the Baldheads to her

also. Bruno's only recourse Is to get drunk, all the time

wanting Steffi to make a scene so the boys will leave her

alone or at least to reassure him that she does not really

like what Is happening to her. Later, after he has bought

another bottle of whiskey, this time at Mrs. Rostenkowskl's

poolroom, he challenges a Greek who has Joined the aaidhead's

party, hits him before he gets his arms out of his Jacket,

and then kicks his ohln with his steel capped boot when he

hears Steffi, who Is now drunk, call out sobblngly,

"•Next(p.7U) l'« The blow breaks the boySs neok and all of

the baldheads run, lnoludlng Bruno. Catfoot and ?lreball,

who are below with Steffi when all this happens, then take

Steffi to the barber. The barber has the madam of his house.

Mama Tomek, take care of her but not before he himself
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conceives a desire for her In her helplessness. He decides

that henceforth she will be his mistress, when she Is not on

duty at name's house across the street.

It Is not too long after this that Bruno gets picked up

for assault and robbery. Beoause he will not squeal on his

confederates, Casey and Finger, he spends time In the house

of correction. When he Is released, he pimps for the barber's

house, ostensibly Mama T. 's, and finally, with Steffi's

encouragement, begins training for a big fight whleh Casey

arranges for him.

Steffi and Brunb both hope that through Bruno's vlotory

she can be freed from the elutohes of the barber and Kama

T. To get money for Bruno's training expenses, Steffi helps

him cheat the barber In a card game. To be reassured of her

loyalty, the barber bribes her with the hope of a new coat

Into conceiving an enmity against Bruno for all he has done

to her, and Into a promise to help the barber get Bruno

beaten up the night before the fight. But Bruno's presenoe

soon ohanges her mind when he comes to visit her. She tells

him of the plan and helps defeat his would-be assailants.

He wins the big fight, but only by stooping to the

dirty tactics of his Negro opponent and by remembering

Steffi's cry of "'Next'" two years before. Now that his

boxing future seems certain, as well as his future with

Steffi, 3runo Is exultant, but fate Intervenes In the person

of the precinct captain, One-Eye Tenosara. Catfoot and
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Blblebaok, the latter a hardworking Cathollo equivalent of

the Protestant Sunday-school boy whom 31cek had kicked out

of the 3aldheads merely to prove to everyone in the new mob

that he was boss, have squealed most likely at the barber's

Instigation . All 3loek can salvage of his pride and victory

Is to make Tenczara take him manacled back past his newly-

won fans.

During the time-lapse of the two years In the main plot,

after the rape and before the fight, the reader gets a vivid

picture of the prostitutes who are In Mama T.'s house along

with Steffi. This portion Is really Steffi's story, a story,

when not told from her viewpoint, that Is amplified by frag-

ments of Mama T.'s story and the stories of at least four of

the six girls In the house, as well as that of a crazy little

grotesque Jew oalled Snipes. fhese portraits function well

In suggesting a sense of those who are damned In ennui and

self-disgust. In their painful Ironies these stories do muoh

to raise the level of the book towards that of an lronloally

focussed tragedy.

If the hero of Algren's first novel Is definitely one,

of the dispossessed, 31oek's condition Is somewhat more

ambiguous. He lives In a poor neighborhood. His father le

dead, and his mother Is poor, sickly, and disappointed In

her son. 3runo himself Is a school dropout, having only an

eighth grade education, but he Is strong, has held a freight

handling Job, and has potential as either a pitcher or a
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professional boxer. If Bruno ware to make tha right choices,

he might better hla condition and that of any children he

night hare. Haver Gome Homing show* the Inner tensions

within Bruno between two oonoepts of manhood, on the one hand

the gang-code that demands group loyalty under the dictates

of the strongest members and on the other the baslo human

drive towards a stable Involvement of affection and trust

with a member of the opposite sex. Bruno's problem Is that

his adolescence will not allow him to see clearly enough the

nature of this oholoe until his life becomes so complicated

that he cannot extrloate himself and Steffi from their mutual

situation. It Is this blindness to the full power of the

barber and the type of life that he represents that marks

Bloek as tha unproflelent hero.

If the central narrative foous In the novel Is upon

Bruno Bloek, the central foous of evil Is upon the barber,

the one who has given Bloek the nlokname of Sloeps. Blcek

also shares the narrative stage with his girlfriend, Steffi,

and It Is In her experiences that one finds a focus for the

human pain In the novel, the feeling that life In this

neighborhood Is Impossible. It Is Steffi who will suffer

the continuing effoots of Bloek' s defeat by the barber and

Tenczara long after he has paid hla debt to soolety by having

his pain out off, most likely, by the electric ohalr.

Meyer Come Morning Is a novel of youth's hopes and of

the frustration of those hopes by the old, but not only by

the old. The Inward Inconsistencies and blindnesses of

youth are also a very real faotor In the ultimate defeat of
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these two young people In their quest for a tolerable personal

life together In the adult world.

The catastrophe of Steffi's rape might have been avoided

had Steffi been less Indolent and easy-going. She might have

withstood 3runo's demand to make love In a place that was

distasteful to her. Had Bruno seen more clearly that he was

on the verge of adulthood and that he aotually had someone

whom he oould trust In Steffi, he would have given her his full

loyalty and the gang would have accepted his step towards

adulthood and respected It. But Bruno had not developed

this far In his understanding. The pain he feels for Steffi's

continuing ordeal In the house of prostitution Is the factor

that matures him enough so that he can see to whom he owes

his loyalty. However, his new sense of loyalty to her and

their mutual plans to extricate her from her situation are

not enough to oope with the engrained evil of the environ-

ment. Their only possible solution would have been to leave

swiftly and go far, but neither of them can see this clearly.

Even though they are able to work out an understanding be.

tween them, are able to reoognlze that their mutual affection

is still alive, and are finally able to outsmart the barber

temporarily in cards, as well as Bruno's assailants, the

novel still ends with Bruno headed for Jail, saying to his

pal Finger, "'Knew I'd never get t» be twenty-one

anyhow(p.2810 •'"

The sense of the terrible Irony in Bruno's defeat is
only partially understandable without reviewing a few of the

passages that remain in the reader's mind after the close of
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the novel, passages which make one want to cry out at the

continuing fate of Steffi, who undoubtedly will be kept In

captivity by the barber. She had been deoelved Into believing

that Mama Tomek had told her mother that she was recuperating

In the barber's rooms. She was also led to believe that her

mother did not want her back home. At the close of the novel

It Is likely that the barber will keep her In his power under

the threat of arrest by the police, with whom he has close

ties, for having been a prostitute, even though with a proper

lawyer she could Implicate the barber quite easily. But how

do those without money get a proper lawyer?

In one incident in which Steffi returns from the brothel

to the barber's room which Is "littered with drying gobs of

snuff spittle," she becomes conscious of a "civilization of

roaches" living within the walls and "the enormity of being

accessible to any man In the whole endless city came to her

like a familiar nightmare (p. 190)." On this occasion she

tries to gas herself with a gas Jet that has no gas in it.

Her sense of enormity lies not only In the fear of

disease, but also In the perception of the condition of the

men who visit her, those city denizens who blindly scramble

within the city like the roaches in the walli

To Steffi the terror of them lay in thlst that they
went to work and Joked and lived sensibly with their
mothers and saved their money and married and grew
conservative and oared for their health by day, while
practicing, all their lives by night, the madnesses of
the streets as though the madnesses were the reward of
being virtuous by day.

There was no horror'in'the'quick'young men, no
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named nor nameless horror. And In this lay the girl's
own dread. In this, to Steffi, lay their greatest
unnaturalnesst that they spoke of the unnatural, and
acted unnaturally, as though It all were so natural.
For In this they became alien to her own humanness. Jhe
did not fear their depravities, she could proteot herself
against those; but against a lack of humanness she had
no defense. (pp.217_218j

It Is the lnhumanness of her situation that makes her feel

that the whole world Is a "curtained brothel (p. 208) ," and It

Is the lnhumanness of her situation that makes Bloek go baok

to his dream of being a fighter In order to save her from

what he ooncelves to be a oondltlon of death In life. He can

put on the tough hood facade before Tenozara at the end of

the novel beoaube he feels guilty for having killed someone,

not the Greek but Steffi. His own death will be a relief

from his conscience, but one Imagines that the period in

Jail In the Interim will be a hell In the faoe of his near

vlotory for them both.

In this novel and the preceding one the major themes of

Algren's work become apparent! the multiplicity of guilts

and the problem of distinguishing between them, the multiple

conceptions of manhood for the dispossessed man of the road

or for the underground man of the city, the Importance of a

relationship of affection with a member of the opposite sex

for a truly human fulfillment In life, and the Importance to

Individual growth of being able to trust another person In

the middle of an essentially trustless world. These themes

are In some measure oontalned In Algren's Judgment of Amerloa

as being a place where the Individual finds himself extremely

Isolated from others and, therefore, from himself as well.
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Bruno la • young Initiate Into the adult realities

of his world who Is able to fight harder than a Cass to obtain

a legitimate place In society because he Is able to make

his sense of guilt spur hla Into action. His ability to

totally conoelve his real problems Is limited, but he does

make the attempt. The legitimate pain that he feels for what

he has helped to do to another Is a mark of his manhood. Hla

attempts to oreroome the olroumstanoes In whloh he and hla

girl are entrapped constitute his rebellion against the world

of his neighborhood whloh will only receive him Into adulthood

on Its own terms. His criminality before the laws of the

larger order of society reflects, Initially, his obedience

to the gang-code of the neighborhood In which he was raised.

His murder of the Greek boy Is a grotesque attempt to strike

back at the Impossible olroumstanoes In whloh he finds him-

self on the evening of the gang-rape of Steffi. The murder,

the orlmlnal action that will kill him, la, Ironically, the

chief mark of his humanity In that it reflects his Inward

revulsion before the facts of hla existence, especially against

his laok of manly strength to prevent Steffl'e fate. Hla pain,

his grotesque action, and his effort to overoome his condition

mark hla aa the radical lnnooent. He is the ironic figure

of the unprofloient hero who approaches traglo stature in

his degree of effort and suffering, but he remalna at the

olose of the novel the alazon in his rebellious stance towards

legitimate society, remains the pharmakos or scape goat in

the closure of his situation before the prevailing evil of

hla environment! and, finally, he remalna the elron figure who
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la mors than his notion and self-estimation would suggest to

the unpercelvlng eye In that his almost tragic dignity

gives rise to hope for the contemporary Self who witnesses

his efforts to make survival possible for someone other than

for himself.

Sleek and Steffi struggle In a primeval-like world of

the hunter and the hunted, reflecting for the contemporary

Self the inward nature of a society that belisves In its

competitive structure because of the modernity of its tech-

nology. This sooiety also believes In the enlightenment of

Its morality, even while refusing to translate the findings

of its disciplines and its teohnology into usable human coin.

The unproflolent figure of a Blcek Is the ironic counterpart

to the countless members of our sooiety who find themselves

caught between the demands of their working life and their

human hopes for a satisfactory personal life.
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The Fan with the Golden Arm

Frankle Machine, In Thj» {Jan. with the Golden Arm , like

Gosb Is certainly a character with human perversity in his

soul, perversity that lowers his own estimation of himself

and renders his potential for aotlon In his world ineffective.

/rankle ..ajclnek, better known as Frankle Machine, Is

a dealer, who, like 31oek, lives on Division Street In

Chicago and Is fatherless. Frankle has been to war where he

aoqulred shrapnel In his liver and a hypodermic syringe for

morphine. He Is not addloted at the opening of the book, bat

the pattern of using morphine Is still In his nerves from his

army use of It for pain.

Slnoe Frankle has returned from the army, his homellfe

has gone from bad to worse. Sophie, his wife, Is crippled,

evidently from psychological dlst»*banoes whloh were triggered

by their oar aeoldent after oelebratlng Frankle 1 s return

from the war. Sophie has always resented Frankle*s easy

going, careless ways, feeling that she Is better than he be-

cause she has been raised on another street and has finished

high school.

Whan the story opens, Frankle and his sidekick, Sparrow

Solly Saltskln, are in jail beoause their boss, Sowlefka,

has not paid the polloe the weekly pay-off for allowing his

floating oard game to flourish. While In Jail, Frankle has

his first addict's dream since returning from the army, a

dream of Private XoGantlo who Is « projection of his own
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psychological pain.

Prankle does not want to go home to Sophie, and when he

does, she breaks the dishes, /rankle would like to become

a drummer and quit dealing, but Sophie resents the time he

puts In on practicing at his homemade practice board. She

spitefully wants him all to herself. Prankle finally gets

her a dog to oooupy her time, but It Is a drunken our that

has been trained by Sparrow to beg drinks.

/rankle gradually becomes more addloted as his days and

nights grow more Intolerable. He adds to his troubles by

becoming involved with an old sweetheart who lives down-

stairs. His guilt over the affair lnoreases his addiction.

But, ironically, the affair la the only source of hope for

Prankle, since he gets no sexual release or understanding

at home. Molly Novotny, the mistress, Is finally able to

get him to open up to her and to himself. He has been on

his guard all his life, even with Sparrow, even with himself.

To be able at last to be fully open with someone Is a new

and heady experience for him, and It gives hope that he will

turn to Molly Instead of to morphine. But since the relation-

ship with Molly makes him feel guilty, he returns to the

drugs and feels more hopeless than before. One night Louie,

the neighborhood pusher who evidently has police protection

for his activities, twits Prankle about his addiction and

about Frankle's relationship with Molly. Prankle breaks

Louie's neok.

Molly Is willing to stlok by Prankle even through this
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ordeal, but she unwittingly turns Frankle's mind against

Sparrow, the only witness of the murder. Frankle and Sparrow

get their differences patohed up over a whiskey bottle, and

beoause Frankle is afraid of the whiskey and because Sparrow

wants to steal some Irons, they deolde to "kill the old

monotony"' and play that everything is as it used to be by

going shoplifting. 3ut Frankie's groundless grudge against

Sparrow Is refreshed when Frankle gets caught and spends his

stretch In Cook County Jail trying to beat his habit. It

does seem that he is finally free from morphine by the time

of his release.

The resolutions he has made in Jail all crumble one by

one when he gets out, however. He has decided to leave

Sophie, but he finds that his Holly Is no longer around,

though he has a general Idea of where to find her. In order

to get some money to take to Holly when he can find her, he

goes back to working in the dealer's slot, and, like Cass,

finds no time to look for his girl. He has also planned to

become a drummer but does not follow-up any leads he gets and

finally quits practicing too. jecause his postponement of

his searoh for Molly and his Inability to deal In his pre-

prlson term manner frustrate him, he falls back intc heavy

drinking, morphine addiction, and despair at the continual

decline In his wife's sanity and before his own procrastination.

A further source of guilt Is added to the ones he has had

before prison, in that he now will have nothing to do with

Sparrow, even though he knows he is wrong about his grudge
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toward hln.

When Sparrow 1b forced away from his girl friend's

apartment by her Incessant and calculated love-making, he

delivers a doBe of morphine for blind "Pig" who has taken

over Louie's trade as pusher. The reolplent Is Frankle In a

hotel room. The police have evidently set up the situation,

for they arrive to take the pair to Jail. Frankle Is re-

leased, but Sparrow Is held, In order to force him Into squeal-

ing on Frankle for the murder of Nifty Louie. The irony of

the situation lies In the fact that the police would not have

bothered seeking to prosecute Frankle for the pusher's death,

except for the fact that It Is election year for the ward

superintendent and an unsolved murder does not look good In

local politics. Frankle delays seeking out Molly until

Sparrow finally weakens and tells of Frankle' s guilt. A

policeman, who likes Frankle because he has befriended his

weak minded brother at the card games, tips Frankle off,

and he goes to Molly.

Frankle and Molly lire together for several months

before Frankle learns that her former man has been extorting

money from her. Frankle, In anger, sends him on his way.

It Is only minutes before the fellow, Drunkle John, has the

police coming to arrest Frankle. Frankle's years of being

careful and his three years In the army come In handy at this

point, and he Is able to elude his pursuers; but he has

received a bullet wound In the heel, a deeper wound lies

In his conscience for having sent his Holly to stall the
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police, an action which will probably result In a prison

term for her, for having been the real cause of Sparrow*

s

Imprisonment and bejtrayal, and for Sophie's having been

Institutionalized after he fled to Molly. These three sources

of guilt make his real Achilles' heel, his need for morphine,

unbeatable. Being too physically weak from loss of blood and

from the physical symptoms of his morphine sickness, he

stops In a flophouse, dreams, and, in alternating moments of

delirium and sanity, constructs a noose with his agile fingers

and commits suicide.

This novel is probably 6he most oarefully constructed

one that Algren has written, even though Algren himself says

that A Walk on the Wild Side Is the most carefully plotted
o

novel he has written. His oomment that The, San. with the

Golden Arm "Is really very oreaky as far as plot goes, it's

more of a oowboy-and-Indlan-thlng, a cops-and-robbers-thing

(p. 2^0)" may be true In terms of the olose-tlmed endlngj

but the whole Is an achievement in matching motive with act,

and In delineation of the progressive disintegration of a

woman's mind, of a man's will, and of the outward relation-

ships which reflect the Inward turmoils. By the end of the

novel one cannot say that It is simply a novel of social

malfunction or simply of a man's drug addiction, rather It is

a rich parody of the larger human comedy In its sympathetic

portrayal of the many grotesques that live at this level,

a parody of tragedy In the fall of a man who has not far to

fall, and a olose study of the human spirit embodied In
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people whom our society has been too prone to dismiss as being

deficient In humanity. Algren has been able to give touohes

of the self-oarloaturlng dally deflolenoles that are a part

of their lives In the superstitions of a Sophie, In the self-

oonsolous assumption of movie star poses In the daydreams of

Prankle and Sparrow shared over a whiskey glass, and the

naive pretension of a Mollyt "'Sex Books. Intellectual

sex books like that Strange Woman . She has this guy, that's

the sex. Then they get married, so that makes It Intellectual

(p.l22).«-

Prankle Is certainly not a candidate for Initiation In

the same sense as Cass and Bloek. His twenty-nine years have

carried him beyond that. He Is already one who Is enmeshed

by past choices and actions. 3ut he Is still one who has

yet to fully confront himself, to be confronted by the

openness and trust of another, and to find himself at home

In the world his past eholoes have created for him. In this

sense he Is still a candidate for Initiation In the beginning

of the novel. He wants to be a drummer i he finds a woman

with whom he could be happyj he learns from her what it la

like to let down one's guard In a relationship of affeotlonate

trust; and, because of his propensities towards drink,

procrastination, and morphine, he learns, finally, that in

his world one must always be on his guard if he wants to

preserve the personal haven of trust in Its midst. His

suicide bespeaks his revulsion from his life as he feels his

guilt towards those for whom he has cared the most. To die
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for those one loves has been a cornerstone of a certain

stance towards life for almost two thousand years, even If

Frankle's self-destruction seems a terribly Ironic application

of the stanoe. The extremity of his pain, the severity of

his payment for guilt, and the Incongruity between the vision

of what he wants and the realities that he encounters mark

him as the radloal Innocent. The discrepancy between his

olosed experience and that of the traditional American radloal

of the ever-opening possibility Is Indeed Ironic. Frankle's

situation seemed olosed long before It came to aotual olosure,

and his success In keeping It open In the midst of his many

mlsmoves lends him the dignity of the elron who sees himself

as less than he Is. His efforts to defy self-woven fate show

his affinity to the rebel, the a^Lason . but the final light

of his figure comes from his choice of the pharmakos rolei

driven Into a corner by the outward pressures and the Inward

lnoonslstenoles, he chooses to be his own victim, the scape

goat driven out of life by his own Inward world, which was

ultimately known only to himself. He has enough awareness

to recognise his own lack of proficiency In llfei he Is again

the unproflolent hero.

A final comment on the book must be added, for ilgren

adds to this novel an Inquest transcription entitled "Witness

Sheet" and an epitaph poem with the same title as the book.

The legal question and answer form of the Inquest lends an

objeotlvlty to the death of Frankle and to the probable

Imprisonment of Molly that seems curiously Inappropriate
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In relation to the fabric of personal suffering that has been

woven into a reader's consciousness by the time he has finished

reading the actual novel; but the objeotivity of the trans-

scrlptlon Is an Ironic reminder to the reader of the routine

anonymity a Frankle Machine has In the larger society that

will finally dispose of his body, dispose of his mistress,

dispose of his best pal, and dispose of his wife. The

epitaph poem Is no great piece of poetry by Itself, as with

most examples of epitaphs, but It does serve to remind the

reader that It is In the surface skills of the man that he

Is to be remembered by his neighborhood cronies, and also to

remind him that those memories will, Ironically, be less long

than their counterparts In a higher soolal class because on

this level life Itself is quite short. The remembrance of

a Frankle* s ordeal Is left ultimately to the reader who

oelebrates Frankle* s struggles by engaging himself with the

inner struggles of those about him, as well as trying to

better the conditions of those forgotten human waste-products

of an industrial society.

Frankle's ordeals seem to be the most timely for the

use of the contemporary Self of the heroes encountered thus

far. The patterns of discrepancy delineating his alienation

from the self he wanted to be In his work, in his marriage,

and in his love affair seem to be the patterns of experience

throughout the contemporary American soolal scene. The

Isolation of his death stands in ironlo relation to his

extreme assumption of guilt for his failures of responsibility
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In the personal realm. One theme that appears In Algren's

last two books, Who Lost an American? and Notes from a 3ea

Diary . Is the fear of passionate relationships In the American

male, the fear of any experience that will oall for the personal

Involvement which Is necessary to remain human In any age

and also from which dignity le lent to the Individual In his

search for personal fulfillment In suoh Involvements, even

when this search ends In defeat.
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a im on. tua mj aide

A ilMl on the Wild Side presents Dove Llnkhom who If

a smarter Cass. His story Is not the story of the dis-

possession that Is Cass's, however. Dove wanders out from his

home, believing obstinately that his Is to be a great future,

a suooessful future, a future that Is not likely to be found

In his hometown. Dove's movement In space Is net the erratic

movement of a Cass either. Dove leaves home with the belief

that he knows what he Is after, heading by boxcar towards

New Orleans where he remains until a violent encounter turns

him back home at the close of the novel. Even then he knows

for whom he Is coming back. Ostensibly, Dove's quest for

success becomes an Ironic confrontation with the Impossi-

bility of a poor boy's succeeding In the depression, but at

a deeper level his quest beoomes the metaphor Itself of

Initiation Into a more human stance towards life.

In A Walk ojj, itje Wl^d Side Algren refashions the story

of Cass Into the story of Dove Llnkhom. Great Snake Mountain,

Texas, becomes Arroyo of the Rio Grande Valley; Stubby becomes

Fits; and Bryan becomes 3yron. Nancy has no familial counter-

part, but Teraalna Vldavarrl replaces her as a female counter-

part In the hometown. Fltz Is a hardworking and hard drinking

cesspool cleaner who preaches and drinks at night on the

courthouse steps. Byron, as a devil's advooate who drinks

too muoh and smokes too much potlguaya bush for one with

tuberculosis, bedevils his preaching father. Every night
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the people gather to hear what to them Is a vivid and thrilling

description of a hell that symbolizes their present lot and to

see Pltz get the better of Byron, someone who Is worse off

than they. Dove Is filled with the wonder of youth and grows

Into a shaggy but strapping fellow who is unable to read

beoause his father will not let him go to a school with a

Catholic principal.

Dove has dim memories of a beautiful mother, but there it

no real source of affection In his life, until he begins working

for Teraslna at her truck-stop cafe. From her he learns the

alphabet up to C and the wonder of hearing fairy tales read to

him. He also seduces her. Afterwards he gets sent home, beoause

he acts as if he now owns the cafe. The next day he returns to

her place on his way out of town and rapes her under her

clothesline.

On his way to Hew Orleans Dove encounters Kitty Twist, a

young runaway from five Homes. They ride In boxcars together!

Dove saves her life once; he has his first experience playing

on a school playground, until Kitty pretends to leave hlmj they

make love, they rob a store together, but Kitty gets caught

while Dove runs away and hops another train.

In New Orleans Dove tries hanging all day on a ship's

smokestaok as a painter; it is a short career. As a salesman

he has an hilarious adventure trying to get back a ooffeepot

that he has given to a Negro girl In Ignorance of his

oonnlng superior's prejudice. His boss is trloking people to

commit themselves into buying a large amount of coffee, but

he does not have any dealings with Negroes. Out of this
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adventure Dove gains a place to sleep with two older men,

Port and Little Luke. D6ve believes he can aohleve success

and works hard as a door-to-door salesman. Luke persuades

Dove to Join with him In a beauty-wave swindle of housewives

for a quarter per woman. Later, Dove leaves the two men at

the suggestion of Luke and helps an ex-abortlonlst, named

Gross, and his wife Velma make various styles of condoms.

If this plaoe Is not hell In Dove's experience, It Is at least

purgatory, for the air Is chargeddwlth Gross's suspicion

towards his wife and with the rubber dust from the under-

cover manufacturing of the oondoms. After becoming thoroughly

rubberized like his employer, he steals some money from

Gross with Velma's help and escapes to return to selling.

Earlier, while they were conning women, Dove and Luke

had stopped In a house of prostitution to make a mass beauty-

wave swindle. While there Dove had stolen a fairy tale book

like Teraslne's from one of the women. He had also returned

to patronize the house and had Instead been employed by the

house pimp, Flnnerty, to officially devlrglnate one of the

girls. When he returns to the same street as a salesman,

after leaving Gross, he Is again employed by flnnerty.

Flnnerty threatens him, saying that Kitty Twist, one of his

new girls, will take Dove to law for supposedly transporting

her over state lines for Illicit purposes unless he goes

along with Flnnerty* s plan to gain more business for the

house. Dove agrees to the plan of mock-raping the"vlrgln"

girls of the house before a peephole, and he displays his
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sexual prowess for months, getting drunk and showing off his

western clothes at the bar every night after his work.

Only one person In the house interprets Dove's drunken-

ness as his Inner revolt against his outward actions, Hallle,

a mulatto whose book Dove had stolen earlier. When she

oatohes him looking at the book, she tells him he oan have

It If he will refrain from getting drunk until a certain hour

of the day. Dove obliges. X*ter they run off together and

live peacefully until she discovers that she Is pregnant by

him. Since she was at one time married to a white man, and

was disgraced by the birth of her Negroid ohlld who later

died, she decides no white man Is to be trusted again and

leaves Dove. While she returns to live In her original

Negro shanty-town home. Dove, who has learned to read from

this woman who had onoe been able to live as a Caucasian

school teaoher, goes back to the only home he now knows,

Flnnerty and his women, hoping to find Hallle there. The

former lover of Hallle, a strong, legless man on a rolling

platform, Schmidt, does not seek revenge for the loss of

Hallle, and Dove gets along as of old, until the place Is

raided one night. Caught In a bedroom closet, Dove Is put

In a Jail for a few months. During this time he deoldes,

through the Influence of an older and more thoughtful oonvlot,

that the women on the bottom of society's heap are the best.

It Is at this point that he sees himself, as does his author

see himself, to be a part of the kind of people who "'...would

rather live on the loser's side of the street with the other
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losers than to win off by thelrselves.. . •" After this

vision of some moral relationship to others and his relationship

to himself, Dove returns to Dookery's Dollhouse, a saloon

adjacent to the house, and there encounters Kitty Twist.

When he will have nothing to do with Kitty, she

evidently tells Schmidt that Dove has been sent by liallle to

bring him to her. When Dove cannot give Schmidt any Information

about Uallle'8 whereabouts, Schmidt becomes enraged and, In

a scene reminiscent of the violence and the awakening of

Agave at the end of The jacchae . beats Dove's face Into de-

formity and blindness, only to be appalled at what he has done

when he returns fully to possession of himself. The Inmates

of the bar then turn upon their legless hero, who seems to

have lost his strength with the awakening realization of what

he has done, and shove him down the hill to careen Into a

light pole.

Dove recovers somewhat and returns to Arroyo to seek

out Teraalna. The story ends In an aesthetic resolution, the

blind Dove pausing In the spring night before Teraslna's

door and thinking how wonderful are women. One Is not sure

what type of reception Teraslna will give Dove, but one feels

that the woman who pitied the boy and who could not feel

free to let herself respond easily to a sixteen rear-old

will probably take pity on the broken man who has seen

experience beyond his eighteen years.

The final lines of the novel, "That was all long ago In

some brief lost spring, In a place that Is no more. In that
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hour that frogs begin and the soent off the aesqulte comes

tronge«t(p.270),» transpose It, like an earlier fabulous

history of the Llnlchorns at the novel's beginning, out of the

speolflo time and plaoe Into a more artful realm where the

reader suspends the type of Judgments which a wholly realistic

novel demands.

The terms of Judgment for this novel are rather like

those of the romance tradition, where the reality Is not

completely that of a speolflo recognizable time and plaoe,

where the course of events veers toward the Improbable, and

where the value comes In the larger shape of the action.

Dove represents the extreme lnstanoe of the American poor

boy Initiate going up against the odds of his own Ignorance,

and, unlike the boy In the myth of H. Alger, falling In his

quest for success, as one might have predicted. 3ut the failure

gains him an Inward vision of the oondltlon of his type

of man and of the possibilities for a greater fulfillment

within that oondltlon than might have been the case had he

won success at the prloe of rejecting those people who would

have been left behind him. He goes back to a plaoe where It

seems as though he has some roots and where he can give

affection as well as receive It. In doing so he will become

Initiated Into the larger human cycle of man, even as he

loses all hope of the economic and soolal suooess that marks

the Initiation of those above him In the social soale.

Dove Is an Initiate to life whose desire for suooess

leads him gradually to assume the role of the alazon . the
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rebel against the mlddle-of-the road, ordinary path of the

law abiding citizen. But the rebel becomes the pharmakos .

the scapegoat of the wild men and women who are only too

willing to allow him to become their victim caught In the colls

of an Inevitable ordeal, the sources of which are an

unnecessary Irrationality. He ends In the qualified circum-

stances of the elron . his figure transposed Into being more

than he appears to himself, by the light of his Inward,

quiet vision of man. Dove Is an Initiate who has carried

Initiation further Into the realm of possibility than Algrcn's

earlier heroes. Insofar as the story of his life Is given

a quality of aesthetic transcendence over his specific time

and place, the affirmation which It carries la Ironic.

Dove's use for the contemporary Self oan be seen best

In relation to his role as the most radical of the radical

Innocents this discussion has encountered. Taking Hoffman's

cue that the hero of A. Walk pn the Wild Side Is a "man

who chooses to be marginal," one Is still left to oonslder

the sense In which Dove Is to be seen as the marginal man

by choice, for Dove, like Cass, Is one who has the oholce

made for him by economic circumstances throughout the bulk

of the novel. He only chooses to remain marginal, unlike

31oek and Frankle who are forced Into their conditions but

are not reconciled to them. This oholce only comes In the

last portions of the novel. Dove's aoceptanoe of and

reconciliation to his oondltlon Is different from Cass's
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resignation to the marginal life In that Dove's choice takes

the form of a oonsolous, somewhat reasoned, affirmative

stance to the people he has encountered In the course of his

experiences on the underside of life, even though the fact

of his condition Is foroed upon him almost as much as with

any of the other Algren oharaoters. Insofar as Dove's

experiences do not necessarily prepare a reader for this

kind of affirmation on his part, It might seem that the

reader either must accept Dove's oholoe as a product of the

somewhat Irrational Impulse to conform his view of life to

the aspect of life that he knows the best or must attribute

his choice to being the result of In Algren's use of him as

a mouthpleoe for his own views towards life and society. In

certain respects both of these views are true. That Dove

does become such a mouthpiece at the end of the novel Is not

to be doubtedi and that Dove does oonform his view of life

with his past experience Is also not to be doubtedi but there

Is another alternative to the Interpretation of the motives

behind his affirmative Impulse, an alternative that supports

the contention that Dove Is the most purely radical Innocent

of all the oharaoters one encounters In Algren's novels.

He Is most purely the radical Innocent of these oharaoters,

beoause he Is most fully aware of his own humanity and the

humanity of those around him. His vision of the humanity In

each person Is purified by the rigor of his violent

encounter with experience. The vision Is also supported by
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his ability to see life olosely, seeing the basic humanity

of those who are dally victimized. This humanity espeolally

manifests Itself In their dally aooeptanoe of Dove. These

apparently wild men and women would not necessarily have

any reason to aooept Dove, exoept that In them also a baslo

supporting humanity lives In spite of their dally roles that

might suggest the contrary. This assumption of an Innate

human goodness In these Inhabitants of the most primitive

level of the city's Jungle has Its parallel In earlier

assumptions about the romanticized innocent hunter and

savage of the virgin Amerloan forest. The transposition la

radical and Ironic, but the result Is the most explicitly

affirmative of Algren's novels In showing the human spirit's

capacity for hope and renewal.
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Conclusion

This discussion has thus far been focused upon the

Individual novels of Nelson Algren. It would seem more

useful to draw some observations from all four of the novels

than to reiterate the preceding discussion. All of the novels

are concerned with the condition of the marginal man, either

In the guise of the restless man who wanders out from his

home environment or In the guise of the olty dweller who la

relatively confined to his home neighborhood. These marginal

en seek to escape what they oonoelve to be oonflnlng

backgrounds. The restless man finds that he takes his baok.

ground with him and that confinement Is too often hla pattern

of experience regardless of where he wanders. The submerged

olty dweller, though he believes himself to be familiar with

his situation, finds that there are factors In his situation

that he Is unable to handle, that he has not reokoned with

handling. These factors live within himself. The same might

be said of the restless man as well.

Together these characters form a figure who outwardly

meets confinement Imposed by economic circumstances and

Inwardly meets frustration from his human relationships. His

movement In time tends toward defeat In some form, though

the defeat may, lronloally, be one source of his worth to

the reader. He is basically an unproflolent figure In his

Initiation to life.

This unproflolent figure Is concerned ultimately with
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his guilt, and about establishing and maintaining an

affectionate relationship with his female counterpart.

Frankle's affair with Kolly oontalns the moat explicit ex-

ploration of the components of the affeotlonate relation-

ship of any of Algren's novels. Algren sees mutual trust

and mutual need of the other person as being the oentral

components of an affectionate relationship. In Dove's situation

these factors are not projected so explicitly, but they under-

ly his relationships with Teraslna and Hallle. Teraslna and

Dove have need of each other, but Dove's pride and Teraslna'

s

sense of guilt prevent the development of a sustaining trust

In their relationship at the beginning of the novel. Dove

and Hallle have need of each other, but Hallle does not have

the trust that resides In Dove. Sleek and Steffi also have

need of each other, but 9loelc's early laok of trust generates

consequences that cannot be reversed later In the novel.

In Somebody In 3oots the factors of trust and need Join In

conflicting dialogue In the brief enoounter between Cass

and Norah at the close of their story, where i.orah does not

possess enough trust In Cass or In the possibilities for her

own recovery to wait for him and where Cass's need for Norah

cannot survive his new knowledge of her condition and the

fact of his second loss of her.

The essentially personal charaoter In Algren's answer

to the societal problems he raises, problems of eoonomlo

hardship, of official corruption, and of the Inhuman quality
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of life within the marginal groups themselves, might at first

glanoe seem to be a form of esoaplng. And yet the personal

problems at this level are still the major problems of the

social levels above. If the problem of the personal life

looms large In Algren's thinking, the home would be the

Institutional corollary of that thought. Indeed, though

none of his couples actually have children bom Into a home,

they have desire for children, and they have begun their own

problems as children In families where one parent was missing.

Frankle and Sophie are seen primarily as adults, but the

reader learns that Prankle had only a stepmother to raise

him, and that she failed to support hla In a moment when he

needed her the most.

Algren's portrayal of Dove as one who reaches a vision

of the human worth of even the lowest of men reflects the

essential viewpoint that one would surmise to be the view-

point Algren would wish for every child before he leaves the

home as a man, a viewpoint shaping not only the destiny of

himself but also the destiny of his country. That the

individual human being has amid his foibles and circumstances

a certain amount of Innate dignity regardless of his station

In life seems to be close to the oore of the tradition of

Innocence In America. In the mainstream of American litera-

ture this has Informed the vision of human possibility, even

when the hero Is most tried, and has been an underlying

principle of the dream of America's potential contribution as

a society. Algren seems to be saying that If this essentially
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radical vision for human society Is to bo preserved, It must

be preserved first for the lowliest of America's citizens.

Edmund Puller In Han In iiodern Fiction has endeavored

to come to grips with the problem of man's nature as It Is

portrayed In the twentieth oentury novel. He Indicts Algren'

i

fourth novel along with other novels of this century as

being deficient In an underlying vision of the nature of

man i

Unlike the great tradition of man as Individual,
responsible, guilty, but redeemable, this despairing
disillusionment sees man as collective, Irresponsible,
morally neuter, and beyond help.

This creature Is substantially less than true man,
less than a person. A prime example, Heursault, In
Camus' The Stranger . Is essentially subhuman, whether
Camus conceives him as Inherently such, or as reduced
to such. The same can be said of Nelson Algran's Dove
Llnkhorn, In A Wa?.k ojj. £he. Wild Side , and a host of
figures In other recent American novels. 10

Mr. Puller has a oertaln validity In his Judgment of

Dove's excessive youthful actions, but to dismiss him wholly

as sub-human Is to miss what Algren shows. Dove, born In

a sub-human situation, has to learn what ^s human, what ^s,

to be sought. As he learns, he swings from one node of

realization to another, paying for his mistakes Initially In

remorse and finally with his physloal sight. But the point

to whloh Algren leads both Dove and the reader who watches

him Is the point of realization that they are a part of the

larger family of man. With the Inward light of a oertaln

amount of humbling self-knowledge, maybe Dove can continue

to take what ugliness comes his way and go on to give

happiness and thereby find meaningful life. The preservation
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of the hop* for a man's renewal seems not to be a lessening

of the personhood of man, but rather to be at the very oore

of the fight against "despairing disillusionment" and at

the very oore of the fight for man's redemption.

Algren considers the writer's role today to be that of

spurring an unself-orltloal society Into self-awareness,

of spurring a society too often forgetful of Its own root

vision of man and his possibility as Individual and groupi

"In such a world the writer's single usefulness has come to

be the man who lives by no Image, let his flaws show naked

as they may. For, however disastrous to human values a

civilization geared to technology may seem to him, he's In

It all the same. And the best he can do, by strength, luok

or sheer stubbomess, Is to stand In Ironic affiliation to

It ("Prefatory," Notes from a Sea Diary , p.ll)." While

Algren's vision may not give the specific answers, moral or

otherwise, needed to meet the specific problems of the every-

day existence of eaoh man and woman In American society, he

nevertheless reminds his readers of the presence of sub-

merged areas within the society and of the personal oenter of

life Itself, Illuminating some of the problems with that

Algren's portrayals of the unproflolent person caught

In Ironic discrepancies between his personal hopes and his

actual olroumstanoes represent his oholoe of remaining In

"Ironic affiliation" to society, while the artistry exhibited

in his construction of the worlds of his heroes brings him
into the continuing dialogue of literary form with Itself.
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ABSTRACT

Helson Algren's four novels, Somebody In. Boots . never

Coma Morning . The Han with £ha Golden Arm. an* L tatf 2S. ii!£

Wild Side , have heroes who are from the lowest levels of

American aoolety. These heroes may be oalled marginal figures

In that they are at the bottom of the American social

experience. 3ut the term marginal does not describe olosely

enough the pattern that their experiences of conflict define

for them. Ihab Hassan's book, Bad^cal Innooencet Studies

In tjje Contemporary Aaerloan ftovel . suggests three types of

heroes against whloh a hero can be considered i the pharmakos

or scapegoat figure, the elron or self-deprecating figure,

and the alason or rebellious figure.

Algren's heroes, like the heroes examined by Hassan,

partake of the qualities of all of these figures. The re-

sulting figure that the reader sees Is, therefore, a oomposlte

one, designated by Hassan as the radloal lnnooent, the rebel-

victim. The radloal Innocent Is the figure who both has pain

thrust upon him and also brings It upon himself and yet who

has some capacity for enduring It. His awareness of his pain

Is a ohlef mark of his humanity, and his struggle to maintain

his human dignity In the throes of pain Is an affirmation

of life.

Eaoh of Algren's heroes suffers because of his desire

for social and financial Improvement of himself, but his

ohlef source of pain comes In the struggle to find and main-

tain a satisfactory personal relationship with a member of

the opposite sex, a relationship whloh will fulfill his



basic humanity. Prom his Inability to cope wall anough with

his situation to achieve this result comes his designation as

an unproflclent hero.

Algren's heroes seek Initiation Into the perenlalljr

fulfilling realities of human life. Though all of hie heroes

taste this type of reality with a female counterpart from

their societal levels, only one, Dove Llnkhorn of Algren's

last novel, A Walk on t£e Wild Side , has any possibility

of being able to escape ultimate defeat or endless recurrences

of defeat. Additionally, his awareness of his own humanity

and the humanity of those around him is the greatest of the

four figures. Dove's human awareness in the midst of ironic

discrepancy between the way he has hoped for life to be and

the way he has aotually found it seems to be Algren's

affirmation of the possibilities of survival for the human

spirit! this affirmation is made regardless of its unpro-

ficlenoy in the faoe of the terribly ironic discrepancies In

life that have faced his earlier figures and that face the

contemporary Self living In all levels of American life.


